Abstract: A new method of approximating fixed points of continuous maps is proposed. This method is based on coverings of spaces with a finite number of cones. Because of finite nature of coverings, we obtain an approximation of fixed points with integer labels. Using the proposed approximation in fixed points algorithms leads to robust programming and fast computing.
INTRODUCTION
A fixed point of a function f is a point x such that f (x) = x. Fixed points appear in many application, especially arising in economic area. In these application fixed points represent equilibria and the existence of fixed points is generally derived from Brouwer's theorem Brouwer [1912] .
Brouwer's theorem can be proved constructively via wellknown KKM lemma Knaster et al. [1929] , but generally this constructive proof is not very fast numerically. The matter is that KKM lemma generates a sequence of simplices from a known simplex to a wanted simplex with given properties.
When applied to Brouwer's theorem this wanted simplex turns out to be an approximation of a fixed point. This is quite perfect theoretically, but following a sequence of simplices numerically slows down any procedure one can imagine to reach an approximation of a fixed point this way.
The situation worsens dramatically as the dimension of the studying problem increases. In spaces of high dimension a simplex can be thought of as a turtle of hundreds legs. Moving one leg, that is, moving one vertex of a simplex, keeps the entire simplex in almost the same place.
As a consequence, in high dimensions an algorithm needs an enormous number of steps just to move yourself from one place to another. Of course, some techniques of com- putation (see Talman [1979, 1981] and also Yang [1999] ) diminish occasionally this effect. However the entire problem is still remained basically untouched.
In the following we propose a solution to this problem by introducing a new method of approximating fixed points with integer labels. Comparing the new method with the known one that uses vector labels, we show that approximating with integer labels is much preferable for computing.
TYPICAL VECTOR LABELLING
In the case of vector labelling (see Todd [1976] ) each vertex x of any simplex receives the label l(x) = f (x) − x. A fixed point algorithm finds a wanted simplex whose vertices x 1 , . . . , x d+1 carry labels l(x 1 ), . . . , l(x d+1 ) such that the system of equation
0.
In other words, a fixed point alorithm finds a simplex with labels l(x 1 ), . . . , l(x d+1 ) such that zero belongs to the convex hull of l(x 1 ), . . . , l(x d+1 ) (see Fig. 1 ). Now suppose that the found simplex is small enough. In view of f is continuous this means that all labels l(x 1 ), . . . , l(x d+1 ) are almost the same. Hence they are all small enough because otherwise their convex hull would not possess zero.
Thus every vertex of the simplex found by an algorithm with vector labelling can serve as an approximation of a fixed point of the function f . This way of approximation is typical for fixed point algorithms. It is geometrically clear, has apparent parallels in linear programming, and is applicable not only for continuous functions but also for upper semi-continuous point-to set mappings.
It should be noted that an approximation of a fixed point can be archived with fewer vertices than shown in Fig. 1 . For example in Fig. 2 zero falls inside the convex hull of two labels. They correspond to a simplex of dimension one. Hence this means that an algorithm moves along low dimensional simplices and fewer computational steps are required to arrive at an approximation.
Figures 1 and 2 clearly reveal one of computational problems connected with vector labelling. It is not difficult to see that zero is much more likely to fall inside a triangle as in Fig. 1 than inside a line as in Fig. 2 . Hence a fixed point algorithm using vector labelling is inclined to use simplices of the dimension of the underlying space. As a result in high dimensions we observe a turtle of hundreds legs.
There is another important problem connected with algorithms that use vector labelling. Replacing simplices in these algorithms is driven by exactly the same rules as used in linear programming pivot steps. Since these rules use essentially floating point operations, the behavior of a fixed point algorithm become unstable because of roundup errors.
NEW INTEGER LABELLING
Define a covering of a d-dimensional space to be a finite set of pointed closed cones such that
(1) the union of all cones in this set coincides with the space itself; (2) the intersection of every d + 1 cones in this set is zero.
Given a covering F , we can introduce labels as follows. Let C 1 , . . . , C N be N cones of F and x a vertex of a simplex. Then put the label l = min{ n | f (x)−x ∈ C n } in correspondence to the vertex x. With this integer labelling rule, an algorithm will find a simplex, not necessarily full-dimensional, whose vertices x 1 , . . . , x I carry labels l 1 , . . . , l I such that
3. An approximation with integer labels. 
In other word, an algorithm stops if the vectors f (x i ) − x i for vertices of a found simplex belongs to cones of F whose intersection is zero. Again suppose that the found simplex is rather small. Then, in view of f is continuous, all vectors f (x i )−x i are close to each other. But if so, they can belong different cones meeting in zero only if they are all small (see Fig. 3 ).
We see that every vertex of a simplex found by a fixed point algorithm with integer labelling gives an approximation of a fixed point as well. Now consider differences between the vector labelling and the integer labelling. Next, replacing simplices whose vertices carry integer labels is conducted more easily. One vertex replaces another if and only if their labels coincide. This type of replacement is very simple to programm and is completely free of any round-up errors.
First of all, it is clear that the configuration of vectors
Finally, vector labelling is ready to be applied to upper semi-continuous point-to-set mappings. The same application of integer labelling is possible only if a proper choice of values f (x i ) is provided. Suppose F (x i ) are the images of points x i under a mapping F . Then values f (x i ) belonging to the images F (x i ) should be taken such that lim
In this case the values f (x) form, in fact, a continuous function.
TYPICAL TRIANGULATION SCHEME
A space is triangulated if there is an (infinite) set of simplices such that
(1) the union of all simplices in this set coincides with the space; (2) the intersection of every two simplices in this set is either a common face of both or empty.
The set of simplices itself is called a triangulation of the space.
A fixed point algorithm is able to move in the surrounding space only if this space is triangulated. Most often the space is triangulated with the so called K1 triangulation (see Todd [1976] When an algorithm seeks a fixed point, it analyses simplices moving between adjacent or incident simplices. Every simplex of a triangulation can be analysed only once. The set of all analysed simplices forms the trajectory of the algorithm.
A fixed point algorithm does not remember the entire trajectory, all it knows is the current simplex being analysed. Next incident or adjacent simplex is computed by special simplex replacement rules. K1 is widely used with fixed point algorithms because it provides extremely simple simplex replacement rules.
NEW TRIANGULATION SCHEME
An algorithm that uses K1 may produce trajectories that include parts consisting of low-dimensional simplices, say, simplices a and b in Fig. 5 . But, if present, these parts are always located in cones such that
(1) they have the apex in the starting point of the algorithm; (2) they are triangulated by faces of simplices of K1 triangulation.
We may say that these cones represent possible directions of fast Achilles-like movement of an algorithm. In Fig. 5 these directions are OX, OY , OZ together with the opposite directions. It is not difficult to see that K1 is inherently very limited by the number of directions of fast movement.
Thus using K1 with integer labelling, although being possible constructively, does not give an algorithm of high performance. To ensure fast computing much more directions of fast movement should be present. The same is true not only for K1 but also for any other triangulation.
If no triangulation have enough directions of fast movement, such directions should be embedded in the space artificially. To do this, mention that K1 triangulates not only the entire space but also a simplicial cone shown on Fig. 5 by hatching. Thus triangulating first as many such cones as one wants and then transforming and putting them all together, we obtain a triangulation as well.
This triangulation successfully combines two important features. Since it is essentially K1, one can conveniently use simple simplex replacement rules. Since it includes numerous directions of fast movement, then, unlike K1, it is tuned for integer labeling. An example of such a triangulation is shown on Fig. 6 .
POLYTOPES AND FANS
A covering and a triangulation constitute the main building blocks of a fixed point algorithm. However they can not be combined abitrary. To obtain a working algorithm there should be a correspondence between a covering and a triangulation. Perhaps the simplest way to achieve this correspondence is to derive both the covering and a triangulation from a single polytope.
Let a d-dimensional polytope P be the convex hull of its vertices p 1 , . . . , p N . Consider cones C 1 , . . . , C N , where each C i contains all vectors n such that n, p i n, p j for all j = i. By construction the cones C 1 , . . . , C N form a fan, that is, a set of cones pairwise meeting in their common face. This fan covers the entire underliyng space of P and is called the normal fan of the polytope P Ziegler [1995] . If P is simplicial, then every facet of P contains exactly d vertices. Clearly, in this case the intersection of any d + 1 cones in the normal fan of P is zero. Hence the normal fan of P is a covering suitable for generating integer labels. In two dimensions the construction of a normal fan is illustrated by Fig. 7 .
Another important fan associated with a polytope is the so called face fan (we again refer the reader to Ziegler [1995] ). The face fan of a polytope arises when the origin belongs to the interior of that polytope. The face fan includes all cones obtained as the conical hulls of the facets. The construction of the face fan is again illustrated by Fig. 7 .
An algorithm with integer labelling requires both the normal fan and the face fan of a polytope. The normal fan is a covering, it is used to calculate integer labels. The face fan is triangulated, it serves as a structure that makes it possible for an algorithm to move all around.
SLOW AND FAST MOVEMENT
We have outlined separate components of a fixed point algorithm with integer labelling in enough details. Now let us consider a step by step illustration of how these components work together. This illustration is given by Fig. 8, which shows rays 1, . . . , 8 and two trajectories.
The first trajectory has complex curved structure, consists of simplices of dimensions one and two, and ends in the hatched two-dimensional simplex. The second trajectory is simply the straight line running up to the hatched simplex on ray 3.
What trajectory will occur depends on what label has the origin. If this label is 1, the algorithm will follow the first trajectory. If this label is 3, the algorithm will follow the second. For explanation of the trajectories we will assume that the origin has label 1.
We start at a point that is suspected to be an approximation of a fixed point. Without loss of generality suppose that this point is the origin. Compute the label. According to our assumption this label is 1.
Step in the direction of ray 1. The next simplex is s 1 , the next point is the right vertex of s 1 .
Compute the label of the right vertex of s 1 . Note that if this label does not belong to the set { 1, 2, 8 }, then s 1 approximates a fixed point and the algorithm stops. According to Fig. 8 the label of the right vertex of s 1 is 1. In this case remove the other vertex with label 1 (the origin) from s 1 and move again in the direction of ray 1.
The next simplex is the simplex adjacent with s 1 and simultaneously not incident with the origin. This simplex is s 2 . The next point to compute is the vertex of s 2 not incident with s 1 . This point is the right vertex of s 2 .
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Normal fan
Face fan Fig. 7 . A simplicial polytope with the origin O in its interior produces both the normal fan and the face fan. Repeating the steps we have already done for s 1 , we find that the next simplex is s 3 . Since the label of the right vertex of s 3 is 2, then we move in the direction of ray 2. The dimension of the next simplex increases. The next simplex is s 4 , the next point is the top vertex of s 4 .
Compute the label of the top vertex of s 4 . According to Fig. 8 this label is 1. In this case remove the other vertex with label 1 from s 4 and move to the adjacent simplex not incident with the removed vertex. The next simplex is s 5 , the next point is the right vertex of s 5 .
Repeat the steps we have already done for s 4 until the next simplex is s 9 . The next point of s 9 is the left vertex of s 9 . According to Fig. 8 this point bears label 1. Consider the other vertex of s 9 with vertex 1 and the facet of s 9 not incident with this other vertex. We see that this facet lies on ray 2. This means that the dimension of the next simplex decreases.
To decrease the dimension we should reverse all we do to increase the dimension. Namely, the next simplex is s 10 , which is the facet of s 9 laying on ray 2, and the vertex of s 10 that should be removed is the vertex with label 1. In turn, this means that the next simplex is s 11 and the next point is the top vertex of s 11 .
The transition to simplex s 12 and the rest of the first trajectory is generated by repeating the steps we have already considered. The final hatched simplex of the trajectory gives an approximation of a fixed point because its vertices bear labels 2, 3, and 7.
Recall that if the label of the origin were 3, we would have the second trajectory. The first and second trajectories correspond to different types of computing: slow and fast. The first trajectory is typical if either the considered function is of highly volatile behaviour or the number of labels is small. On the contrary, the second trajectory dominates when either the considered function is of even temper or the number of labels is big.
CONVERGENCE
The convergence of a fixed point algorithm follows from two main conditions. One of them is the reversibility of a trajectory. This means that one can follow from the found simplex to the starting point by exactly the same rules as used to follow from the starting point to the found simplex.
The reversible construction of a trajectory implies that the algorithm does not cycle. This feature inherent in all fixed point algorithms was initiated by Lemke and Howson [1964] . The reversibility does not impose any requirement on the considered function.
The second condition is a boundary condition Merrill [1972] . In fact, a boundary condition ensures in a special way that the considered function has a fixed point. To decide whether such a condition is satisfied, it is sufficient to look at how a function behaves at infinity, that is, in points laying far enough from the origin.
Really, a function f with directions f (x) − x shown on Fig. 9 by arrows may not have fixed points, say, if f (x) = x + C, where C = 0. On the other side, it can be proved that a function f with directions f (x)−x shown on Fig. 10 has a fixed point.
The boundary condition geometrically given by Fig. 10 means that for every x that is far enough from the origin the vector f (x) − x is pointed in the direction opposite to x, that is, f (x) − x, x 0. In particular, this condition is always met if f maps the entire space into a bounded subset.
From the boundary condition it follows that any trajectory of a fixed point algorithm will lie within a bounded region. A bounded region contains a finite number of simplices. Hence, sooner or later an approximation will be found in view of a fixed point algorithm never cycles.
MODEL OF MARKET PRICING
Unlike the reversibility, any boundary condition is a restriction on the considered function f . Let us survey how this restriction can be dealt with on an example of a control theory problem of finding equilibria in a model of market pricing.
Suppose there are d producers of the same product. The i-th producer makes x i units of this product at the cost of c i x i . The profit of i-th producer is as high as
with some elasticity E 0. The task is to find a Nash equilibrium, which is defined in this model as a point x * = (x * 1 , . . . , x * d ) 0 such that lim
Note that taking the limit in the above definition is needed to describe correctly the point x * = 0, which is a Nash equilibrium if E −1.
It is not difficult to see that Nash points in this model satisfy the equation
x i is the market share of the i-th producer.
For all x 0 define the i-th component of an auxiliary function g(x) as
where By construction f (x) is continuous. Also, there is a one-toone correspondence between fixed points of f (x) and zeros of g(x), which are equilibria in the model. Lastly, for all x that are far enough we have f (x) = 0, what means that f (x) satisfies the boundary condition of Fig. 10 .
COMPUTATIONAL EXPERIENCE
Two fixed points algorithms were compared to ensure that the theory we have developed really works. The comparison was done in four dimensions. Both algorithms were designed according to this paper. One of them is a version of the 2d-algorithm of van der Laan and Talman (see van der Laan and Talman [1981] ). It uses 8 labels. The other was programmed to use 16 labels.
We want to show mainly the difference in real trajectories caused by the difference in the numbers of labels. Therefore a highly volatile function was chosen as a test function. Let us denote this test function by g, then the i-th component of g can be written as
The function g was taken from Kojima and Yamamoto [1984] , earlier it appeared in Allgower and Georg [1980] . Since g was designed for searching solutions to the equation g(x) = 0, the function f (x) = g(x) + x was used to seek fixed points instead. It is easy to see that f satisfies the boundary condition of Fig. 10 .
The results of the comparison are given by Fig. 11, 12 , where starting points are marked by points, and found approximations of fixed points by circles. Recall that any algorithm with vector labels is inclined to use simplices of high dimension. Hence nothing would change significantly in these results if the algorithm with 8 integer labels were any algorithm with vector labels.
Since Fig. 11 and 12 are projections, they should be used neither for counting simplices nor for illustrating simplex replacement rules. These figures are only for general visual comprehension of trajectories. As for the speed ration between the algorithms during the experiments, it was an average of 2 − 4 times in favour of the algorithm with 16 labels.
RESUME
We conclude by pointing three major features of new integer labelling.
(1) Integer labelling produces very fast algorithms, especially with big numbers of labels. These algorithms significantly exceed in speed algorithms with small numbers of labels, including those produced by vector labelling. The estimated speed ratio grows linearly as the dimension of the underlying space increases. (2) Integer labelling provides very robust programming. It is as simple as possible and does not suffer from round-up errors. This is not the case for vector labelling. (3) Integer labelling depends on a covering. In turn, a covering depends on a polytope. Hence there is a lot of freedom in designing integer labels: changing the covering or the polytope, you change the labels as well.
